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ABSTRACT
In the information security field, the issue of access control
is a crucial element. This access control is governed by a se-
curity policy that defines precisely the authorized actions for
all actors in an information system. This step is necessary
and constitutes a fundamental brick for the protection, con-
fidentiality and integrity of information. This has more mag-
nitude in the case of federated identity infrastructure (FII). In
this article, we focus mainly on information and communi-
cation systems dedicated to the federated identity platform.
We propose a new approach to treat the operational and se-
curity problems faced by an FII, particularly those related to
access control and collaboration. The objective is to extend
OrBAC with the concepts required to deploy and administer
the model in distributed organizations. More precisely, the
following problems have to be addressed: consistency of the
access rules to be deployed, distribution of the access right
control, distribution of the access right administration and
characterization of the trusted components that need to be
integrated in the global architecture to secure it.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The identity federation establishes a domain trust.

It allows the interconnection of global information sys-
tems, facilities access to digital resources of another or-
ganisation or an external partner (eg commercial) and
shares resources in a controlled and secure way. The
identity federation manages an intranet/extranet for a
population scattered around several systems. It allows
companies with di�erent technologies to share applica-
tions. Partners in a federated identity system depend
on each other to authenticate their respective users and
vouch for their access to services.

Such platform allows, for example [1], a traveler to
combine �ight booking, car rental and hotel reservation
in a single operation. If the airline, the hotel and car
rental use a federated identity management system, this

means that they have a contracted mutual trust in each
other's authentication of the user. The traveler could
identify him/herself once as a customer for booking the
�ight and this identity can be carried over to be used
for the reservation of a hotel room and for the renting
of car.

So that companies can share applications without
needing to adopt the same technologies for directory
services, security and authentication. Federated identi-
ties can simplify network usage and enable new classes
of applications, but they also introduce security worry,
privacy risks and architectural challenges [2]. Establish-
ing a federated policy between di�erent organizations
can be challenging. A successful federated connection
depends on numerous con�guration and policy details
being setup correctly at both ends. The distributed
entities face the problem of determining the degree of
con�dence to agree with each other. Traditional current
approaches of con�dence building assume that these en-
tities know each others or must pass through trusted
third party (TTP) or use an encryption technology [3].
But for FFI the challenge is even more di�cult since
the involvement of the user in the implementation of
this con�dence is indisputable. In such structure, the
con�dence is a question of personal valuation. It is sub-
mitted to an individual assessment which comes more
from feeling and subjective than from technical guar-
anties provided by services providers. It is therefore
necessary to propose ergonomics rules which place user
in a reassuring position, i.e. he chooses the information
he wishes to share, as many times as necessary.

In this way and through FFI, we propose to formal-
ize these trust relationships by studying the following
points: How to allow a user or an organization from one
area to access resources in another area with the guar-
antee of having enough rights to perform its mission
and only the minimum of necessary rights?� De�ning a
use case. � Studying the negotiation of security policies:
how to ensure that security policy in an area does not
compromise external securities? � Studying consider
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how the user could control the dissemination of his at-
tributes (identity, grade, location, function ...) between
di�erent areas.

So in this article and as part of a great project "FC2"1,
we try to establish a set of criteria that must ful�ll our
FII regarding e�ectiveness, interoperability, privacy and
security in a complex context of multiple services and
providers. We will focus in particular on security is-
sues related to access control and collaboration among
organizations making up the FII, and we propose an
approach based on the model of access control OrBAC.
This article is organized as follows: the second section
resumes existing studies related to this domain. The
third section presents our approach, detailing the com-
ponents, operation and a scenario of execution. Finally,
Section four gives the conclusions and suggests possible
extensions of this work.

2. ACCESS CONTROL POLICIES
The management of trust and attribute release strat-

egy rest on the implementation of a security policy that
de�nes precisely the authorized or denied actions for
all actors in a system. It is called control access pol-
icy. This section summarizes the existing solutions of
control access policies and discusses their possible con-
tribution to our outcome.

Access control de�nes authorization rules and con-
straints. To express the policies of access control, sev-
eral formalisms have been proposed. The common fea-
ture of all models is the presence of the three following
notions:

Object: An object is a container of information. The
resources of a system (�les, directories, e-mail,), and
even information systems can be regarded as objects.
An object is the target of an operation, it is a passive
entity.

Operation/action: an operation corresponds usually
to an elementary action as "read" or "writing". It is a
way to access an object.

Subject: it is an entity that initiates operations on
objects. Subjects include users of the system and pro-
cesses implemented on behalf of those users.

Security policies, or more precisely their schedules
permit, fall into two broad categories: discretionary
policies (or DAC for Discretionary Access Control) [4]
and mandatory policies (or MAC for Mandatory Ac-
cess Control) [5]. In the discretionary model, permis-
sions are granted to subjects according to their identity
1http://www.fc2consortium.org/index.html

only. The mandatory model lean on the level of trust
granted to subjects. Thus, if a subject is entitled to a
certain level of trust, then he can access resources hav-
ing an equivalent or lower security need. There are also
variants of these policies that can better adapt to orga-
nizations, such policies based on the concept of roles (or
RBAC for Role-Based Access Control) [6] or on the con-
cept of teams (or TMAC for Team-based Access Con-
trol) [7].

In these models, we consider that a subject is granted
permissions according to the roles he plays. Thus, in
an organization, roles are de�ned and permissions are
granted to those roles. Then the subjects were assigned
to di�erent roles and get the corresponding permissions.
The RBAC [8] model operates on trading models rather
than resources access. A role is a function within an or-
ganization. The basic principle of RBAC is that two
users with similar roles have the same rights on the sys-
tem. In this model, the concept of permission is primi-
tive. It served as a basis for other languages.

However, the DAC, MAC and RBAC models are lim-
ited to expressing permissions. It is not possible to de-
�ne explicitly bans and establish obligations. Hence the
appearance of OrBAC model(Organisation-Based Ac-
cess Control) [9] who is more oriented security policy.
It is a model allowing abstract notions of users, action
and object, expressing rights context, obligations or rec-
ommendations. It extends the expressiveness of access
control systems through the integration of contexts into
the models although this comes at the expense of the
ease with which security properties of the system can
be formally proved. OrBAC further extends this expres-
siveness by adding negative authorizations, obligations
and recommendations. It contributes to de�ne abstrac-
tions which allow us to relate managed objects to one
another or which allow us to relate users, or groups of
users, to groups of objects. We will present more details
in the next section.

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
This section recalls �rst the main concepts of OrBAC

model and secondly the extension of this model in order
to adopt it to our context.

3.1 OrBAC model
The main goal of OrBAC is to express security policy

with abstract entities, and separate full representation
of the security policy of its implementation by control
access mechanisms. OrBAC [10] introduces the concept
of organization and structures subjects, objects and ac-
tions, respectively, in roles (as in RBAC), views, and
activities (as in TBAC: Task-based Authorization Con-
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trols [11]). The central entity of this model is the orga-
nization; it can be seen as a group of subjects playing
certain roles. For example in banking, an example of an
organization can be the "credit unit". A subject can be
either a user or an organisation. A role is an abstract
representation of a group of users, for example, the role
"Financial Advisor" and "administrator" can be played
by users while the role "credit unit" can be played by
organizations. Since the subjects play roles in orga-
nization, the relation "Empower" (org,s,r) means that
organization (org) empowers the subject (s) to play the
role(r). Also in this model, an activity represents one or
more actions, and a view one or more objects. OrBAC
also de�nes a notion of context as a speci�c situation
that determines the validity of a rule. These concepts
can be divided in two levels: concrete level (subject, ac-
tion, object), abstract level (role, activity, view). The
principal predicates [12] are as follows:

Permission (org, role, activity, view, context) ∧
Empower(org, subject, role) ∧
Consider(org, action, activity) ∧
Use(org, object, view) ∧
Hold(org, subject, action, object, context) ∧
=> Is_permitted(subject, action, object)

And the following schema summarizes all interactions
between di�erent predicates.

Figure 1: OrBAC interactions

One of the biggest advantages of OrBAC is that it of-
fers mixed policy with permission, prohibition and obli-
gation. With OrBAC, security policies could take into
account context, entity abstraction, delegation and hi-
erarchy.

In the context of the FII, we must not only spec-
ify the safety rules for each organization of the FII,

but also manage the collaboration between these or-
ganizations. In such structure, the inter-organisational
boundaries remain ambiguous. These borders are de-
�ned by the strategy of each organization to carry out
the tasks entrusted to it, which leads to ask a num-
ber of questions: How to de�ne a trans-organizational
control access policy? How to specify a control access
policy corresponding to each of the possible collabo-
ration as respecting the authority of each organisation
on its users and resources? How to minimize the ef-
fect of the internal structure of a circle of trust on the
external cooperation? OrBAC is unable to re�ect the
complexity of organizations widely distributed and de-
centralized as well as the increasing diversity of access
means to information. It can achieve the �rst point,
to specify security policies for each organization, but it
does not address the second problem. In fact, it is not
possible to represent the rules involving several indepen-
dent organizations belonging to a collaborative system
in the same political OrBAC. Accordingly, it must be
extended to meet the distribution needs, collaboration
and interoperability between organizations.

3.2 Extension of OrBAC model to FI-OrBAC
Our model aims to construct and develop policies

to implement protection mechanisms in access or elec-
tronic data exchanges, sensitive to availability, integrity,
con�dentiality such as in a FII. This implementation in
a distributed environment supposes various additions to
the existing model of OrBAC.

While authentication phase allows only verifying the
identity of a user, the second service of a federated iden-
tity platform is to collect additional attributes for the
user to manage access control or customize content. We
have already proposed a solution [13] for the centralised
attributes, especially when they are managed by the
identity provider, through the manipulation of mobile
agents but the problem that was raised is the case where
the attributes are shared among di�erent circles of trust
and are managed by di�erent organizations. We classify
attributes under two types: Persistent attributes which
de�ne the identity of a person (Name, Age ) and Evolu-
tion attributes which contain attributes considered rel-
evant for each service. These attributes can customize
the service and are not necessarily issued by the IDP to
which the user is attached. These attributes are often
managed by particulars institutions which are generally
the source of their creation. For example, in the case of
a student, his university may hold attributes as years of
study, diploma and/or specialization. In federated iden-
tity architecture, these attributes are used to customize
the service and especially to implement the delegation
and the spread of attributes minimizing user interven-
tion. This set of attributes requires switching between
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the roles that a user can play in a society. To adminis-
ter these attributes in the most implicit way, it is clear
that the user must delegate some rights to these orga-
nizations so that they can deliver the attributes to the
concerned service.To implement this idea, we needed
to add additional predicates to the OrBAC model so
that it can manage this distributed aspect. Fist we en-
rich this prototype by Delegate predicate: It illustrates
the fact that the user authorizes an organism to repre-
sent him, con�des temporarily power of decision to this
organization. But the delegation must be ensured in
a particular context and should be limited in time to
ensure con�dentiality and integrity of data. The con-
text is usually the running of an application that will
require certain attributes and the duration of the del-
egation depends on factors such as the nature of the
act being delegated and the circumstances of the dele-
gation. The actual duration of the delegation may be
contingent on reassessment, be based on a speci�c time
needed to spread and receive the required attributes by
the service. The delegation also implies a frame to spec-
ify the rights associated with each attribute involved in
this operation. Hence we introduce the second predicate
Frame: It is a matrix associating with each attribute the
right delegated by its owner. Each category attribute
is associated with a quadruplet of rights: reading, writ-
ing, creation and deletion. The level of trust that can
give a user to an organization can be implemented by
specifying rights to attributes used under this delega-
tion. Example of entries that can be found in such ma-
trix (Fax ->read ..bank card number->read). Third, we
have completed the model by the Detain predicate: the
user uses the predicate to direct the federated applica-
tion and more speci�cally the agent responsible for the
execution to the organization that owns the attributes
sought. So in chronological order, the user must �rstly
use this predicate to redirect application to the organi-
sation able to provide the missing information and then
delegate to this institution the essential role while spec-
ifying the rights for each attribute through the frame.

In the following, we present both syntax and seman-
tic of these additional predicates:

• Delegate(s,org,r,c,f), over domains Subject*Org*Role
*Context*Frame, s as subject, org as organization,
r as role and c as context=>Delegate means that
subject s entrusts his role r to the organization org
in the context c under the frame f

• Frame(As,R), over Attributes*Rights, As as at-
tributes and R as rights=>Frame represents the
matrix which speci�es access rights for each at-
tribute. These rights covered through this frame
are: Reading attributes(r), Writing on attribute(w),

Creation of an attribute (c), Deletion of an entry
(d)

• Detain(org,As), over Org*Rights, org as organisa-
tions and R as Attributes=> Detain means that
organization org detains attributes As

∀org ∈ Org, ∀s ∈ Subject, ∀r ∈ Role,
∀as ∈ Attributes, ∀f ∈ Frame, ∀c ∈ Context,
∀R ∈ Rights, ∀o ∈ Objects,∀A ∈ Action,

Delegate(s,org,r,c,f)∧Frame(As,R) ∧
Detain(org,As)=>Ispermitted(s, A, o)

3.3 exemple
We turn now to illustrate these predicates through an

execution scenario: we will take the example of regis-
tering in a day-nursery. Usually many papers and doc-
uments are required for this service. So it is interested
to provide this service online, a real bene�t for working
parents who do not have enough time to look for di�er-
ent supporting documents.

As illustrated by following �gure, the DN day-nursery
o�ers the Web service WS, and Bob wishes to invoke
this service WS in order to register his son online. The
�rst step consists of verifying the identity of Bob. This
is assured by sending a mobile agent [14] to the IdP to
which the user refers to check the Persistent attributes.
But our study concerns the second step of collecting
evolution attributes. To �nalize registration, Bob has
to provide at least these papers: proof of address (e.g.
EDF invoice), Identi�cation Card for the two parents or
family record book, declaration of pregnancy or birth
certi�cate of baby, the two last payslip of the two par-
ents.

Figure 2: inclusion in the nursery

Supply these papers is di�cult, and this is where our
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model FI-OrBAC intervenes. Thus Bob must delegate
the day-nursery his role of citizen in the context of reg-
istering his son :
Delegate (Bob,DN,Customer,Registering_son,Fp).

First, the user has to specify where these attributes
will be available. In our case, the family record book is
disposable in the Hall town: Detain(DN, Town Hall's
server),
Detain(EDF, proof of address),
Detain(bank1,IBAN),
Detain(Bob'swork, payslip),
Detain(EDF, EDF_invoice).

Second, there is the phase of delegation. Bob has to
delegate his role of employee to the organism where he
works so that it can transmit the payroll to the nursery:
Delegate(Bob, Bob's work, employee, playslip_transmission,
Fp1) ; Fp1(playslip->read).

It will be same with bank, Town Hall and Edf Group
for delegating his role to the bank to pay the cost of
registration, providing payslip, providing EDF invoice :
Delegate (Bob, EDF Group, Citizen,
EDF_invoice_transmission, Fp2); Fp2(EDF_invoice,read)
Delegate (Bob, Town hall, Citizen, family_record_book,
Fp3); Fp3(,read)
Delegate (Bob, Bank, Customer, fee_paying, Fp4); Fp4(Card
number,read)

With the use of this extension of OrBAC especially
these three predicates, we have succeed in represent-
ing the rules involving several independent organiza-
tions belonging to the federated platform. We have re-
solved the problem of access control when the needed
attributes are distributed among several circles of trust.
We have succeeded in adapting model to distributed
context and especially involve the user in the imple-
mentation of the access policy.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This article introduces a new security approach that

meets the needs control access and collaboration of a
FII. FI-OrBAC manages collaboration between organi-
zations through a federated identity service, while con-
trolling the interactions between these organizations are
in line with their expectations and internal policies. It
is easily applicable to this multi organizational context
because it imposes no limitation on the number or size
organizations (passage to scale), and it may de�ne an
extensible and �exible security policy (managing change
in organizations). The coupling between the organiza-
tions is low (loose coupling), and each organization con-
tains its own resources, services, applications, operating
system, operating rules, objectives and rules of security.

It is not necessary to know the hierarchical structure of
others organizations, thus provides data con�dentiality
and the way in which services are implemented. This
approach can be extended by studying other problems
related to the integrity and availability of data and tol-
erance mistakes. With regard to availability, you can
specify for example the obligation to provide adequate
resources for performing a speci�c activity under par-
ticular events (failures, recon�guration, etc.). On in-
tegrity, we can integrate control �ow of information,
and de�ne di�erent levels of criticality for data and or-
ganizations.
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